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**Note:**  
Because of printing deadlines, it is possible that the list of degree candidates as presented in this program may not be entirely accurate. This program is not an official university document, and does not constitute certification that those whose names appear have completed degree requirements.
Welcome to the 129th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee commencement, where we are thrilled to honor our graduates. This is an extra special day to recognize and celebrate our graduating students’ academic efforts, extraordinary resilience and remarkable personal commitment.

In celebrating our graduates, we also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of anticipation. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and well beyond. Our world has changed and keeps changing. And these graduates’ impact will change the world for the better. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong learning, research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, nonprofit organizations and other educational institutions in the region and across the globe. These soon-to-be alumni have set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who graduated last May, there are an impressive 5,000+ students who have achieved one of life’s more significant milestones.

To all our guests, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all your endeavors. We look forward to hearing about your achievements.

Best regards,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
THE STORY OF THE UWM SEAL

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university's logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin Legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin, and classes at the new University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teachers college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall), the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1998 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.
2016 UWM is named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. This honor includes UWM as one of 115 top-tier research universities among the nation’s 4,600+ institutions, and only one of two in Wisconsin.
2018 UWM again named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education.
2019 UWM successfully completes a comprehensive fundraising campaign, Making Milwaukee, Shaping the World: The Campaign for UWM. The $251 million raised is 25% higher than the university’s $200 million goal, which was announced publicly in 2017. More than 21,000 donors made over 70,000 gifts supporting scholarships, research and major initiatives, including the Connected Systems Institute and the Northwestern Mutual Data Science Institute.
2022 For the third consecutive time, UWM achieves top-tier Research 1 (R1) status and remains one of the top research universities in the nation. UWM is one of only 146 institutions of nearly 4,000 nationwide to receive this ultimate recognition.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the 1930’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 9 schools and colleges offer 105 undergraduate programs, 69 master’s and 39 doctoral degrees.
**CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION**

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, associate professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

**THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA**

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

**Styles and colors** had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

**The academic hood** is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (PhD) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET — Architecture
- WHITE — Art
- BROWN — Art/Fine Arts
- DRAB — Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE — Education
- ORANGE — Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK — Human Resources and Labor Relations
- LEMON — Library & Information Science
- PINK — Music
- APRICOT — Nursing
- SALMON — Public Health
- GOLD — Science
- CITRON — Social Work/Criminal Justice
- ROYAL BLUE — Philosophy

**Cords and Stoles:**

The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk is directly after the names of bachelor’s and associate degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.

The black and gold stole worn by some undergraduate students identifies our McNair Scholars, our future leaders who come from the first generation and diverse backgrounds. These students have completed a selective and rigorous research program that prepares them to enter graduate school.
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**Commencement Order of Ceremony**

**PRELUDE**
- UWM Symphony Band
  - Scott Corley

**PROCESSIONAL**
- Audience, please remain seated during processional

**THE NATIONAL ANTHEM**
- Laura Laberge, vocalist

**WELCOME**
- Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
  - University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

**COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS**
- Vicki Martin
  - President of Milwaukee Area Technical College

- Keith Posley
  - Superintendent of Milwaukee Public Schools

**CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE**
- Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
- Andrew Daire, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

**VIDEO FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION**
- Alumni representatives - Chad Wright and Scott Conger

**CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES**
- Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
- Andrew Daire, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

**RECESSIONAL**
- Audience, please remain seated during recessional
CEREMONY COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

DR. VICKI MARTIN
President of Milwaukee Area Technical College

Dr. Vicki J. Martin is the 10th president of Milwaukee Area Technical College. She has served in higher education for four decades, at MATC for three decades and has led the college since 2014. A Milwaukee native and first-generation college student, she holds a bachelor’s degree in sociology from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, master’s degrees from the University of North Dakota (counseling and guidance) and Cardinal Stritch University (business management), and a doctoral degree in educational leadership and policy analysis from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Dr. Martin is a champion of access to affordable education, greater student success and enhancing the talent pipeline from high school through postsecondary education. Since her presidency began in July 2014, Dr. Martin’s accomplishments include:

• Building MATC’s first full-ride scholarship — the Ellen and Joe Checota MATC Scholarship Program — supported by our largest-ever scholarship fund at $7.5 million and graduating nearly 200 students in its first year.

• Creating a nationally groundbreaking Promise program for returning adults; Launching Wisconsin’s first Promise program for new high school graduates (together, the Promise programs have graduated more than 600 students since inception).

• Receiving a record-setting $6 million gift to create the Froedtert Memorial Hospital Scholarship.

• Helping 500 students relieve their debts and return to college through MATC ReStart and; offering: the state’s first Second Chance Pell program.

• Implementing the nationally recognized Guided Pathways model, helping improve MATC student retention rates including by 7 percentage points in the last year.

• Setting a goal to eliminate student performance gaps by 2030 and implementing bold reforms as the first two-year college in the nation to be selected for EAB’s groundbreaking Moon Shot for Equity.

• Opening the Student Resource Center and food pantries at all four campuses plus Walker’s Square.

• Addressing housing insecurity by opening apartments for nearly 200 students each year at Westtown Green.

• Co-founding M-Cubed, harnessing the exponential power of Milwaukee Public Schools, MATC and the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee to transform the future of Milwaukee through education.

• Leading the Bradley Tech Commission implementing an early college model to help students access more career exploration and college-level credits.

• Serving as chair of the Higher Education Regional Alliance, bringing together all 17 colleges and universities in the seven-county Milwaukee region.

Dr. Martin has attracted growing private-sector and foundation support to the MATC Foundation Inc., the college’s philanthropic partner. In 2013-14, the Foundation issued $251,705 in scholarships to 391 students. By 2022-23, that grew to an incredible $1.8 million and 2,290 scholarships were awarded. Also, students have received $1+ million since 2015 through MATC’s Student Emergency Assistance Program, a program that did not previously exist.

Throughout her tenure, she has received several recognitions for her leadership, including Power Brokers (Milwaukee Business Journal, 2023, 2020), Wisconsin 275 - The State’s Most Influential Business Leaders (BizTimes, 2022), TEMPO Mentor Award (2017), and Women of Influence - Educational Leadership (Milwaukee Business Journal, 2016).
Ceremony Commencement Speaker

Dr. Keith P. Posley
Superintendent of Milwaukee Public Schools

Dr. Keith P. Posley is superintendent of Milwaukee Public Schools (MPS). As superintendent, Dr. Posley works with the Milwaukee Board of School Directors and district leadership to improve student achievement, engage in effective and efficient operations that make the best use of district resources, and develop opportunities to increase parent and community involvement.

Dr. Posley was previously the chief school administration officer for MPS and has served as a district administrator in several capacities. He first joined the Office of School Administration in 2003 as a leadership specialist for the MPS northwest region. His primary responsibilities included overseeing the day-to-day operations of more than 35 schools, providing support, guidance, advisement and direction to school leaders. Dr. Posley was also responsible for recruiting and hiring highly qualified, strong, effective school principals and education leaders in schools under his purview.

Dr. Posley started his career as an elementary school teacher at Benjamin Franklin School in 1990. He later served as assistant principal at Forest Home Avenue Elementary School and, in 1999, was named principal of Clarke Street Elementary School. During his tenure at Clarke Street, the school received a visit from President George W. Bush after Dr. Posley was named one of eight exemplary principals selected by the president that year.

Originally from Mantee, Mississippi, Dr. Posley received his bachelor’s degree from Tougaloo College in Mississippi and his master’s degree in curriculum and instruction from the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee. He holds a certificate of advanced studies in administrative leadership and a doctorate in education leadership from National Louis University.

He believes that reading, math and writing need the intense focus of the entire MPS system. Dr. Posley states, “I firmly believe each child must possess a strong knowledge base in these critical areas.”

Growing up, Dr. Posley felt that strong family support was critical to his development. Older brothers, uncles, his church and community members saw something good within him and encouraged him to pursue his education. In reflection of the support afforded to him, Dr. Posley never misses an opportunity to mentor young men and encourage them to pursue their academic goals.

Dr. Posley is married to Shiron and has three daughters, Shawanda, Shana and Praneshia, along with five wonderful grandchildren, Makayla, Jordan, Haleigh, Mariah and Hannah.
CEREMONY HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

JACK ZIPES
Professor Emeritus of German
University of Minnesota

Honorary Doctor of Humanity
Escorted by: Simon Bronner, Dean, College of General Studies

Jack Zipes is professor emeritus of German at the University of Minnesota and has previously held professorships at New York University, the University of Munich, the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and the University of Florida. In addition to his scholarly work, he is an active storyteller in public schools and has worked with children’s theaters in France, Germany, Canada, and the United States. In 1997 he founded a storytelling and creative drama program, Neighborhood Bridges, in collaboration with the Children’s Theatre Company of Minneapolis that is still thriving in the elementary schools of the Twin Cities and in other cities of the United States. Most recently, in 2018, he founded a small publishing house called Little Mole and Honey Bear with the motto to unbury talented and neglected writers and illustrators of fairy-tale books from the interwar years 1919-1940.


Early in his career, Professor Zipes was co-founder of the important journal New German Critique, was co-editor of the journal of children’s literature *The Lion and the Unicorn*, 1992-2000, editor-in-chief of the Routledge book series Children’s Literature and Culture and co-editor with Erich Weitz of the Palgrave book series Studies in Contemporary European Culture and History. In 1997 he became the first director of the Center for German and European Studies. In addition to his administrative work, he has written numerous articles for various journals in the United States, Great Britain, Germany, Canada, Italy, Slovenia, and France.

Dr. Zipes has received many awards throughout his life. Some include Fulbright Fellowship Grant (1981-82), John Simon Guiggenheim Fellowship (1988-89), National Endowment for the Humanities (1998-99), International Brothers Grimm Award (1999), Mythopoeic Scholarship Award for Myth and Fantasy Studies (2012), World Fantasy Convention Award for Lifetime Achievement (2019), and many others.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Kristian O’Connor

Interim Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate School

ANTHROPOLOGY
Sarah Ann Boncal
Allison Marie Kotowicz
Shaheen M Christie

ARCHITECTURE
Cynthia Elizabeth Anderson
Seung Youp Lee

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Heather Lee Leskinen

BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS
Santhosh Yegnaraman
Robert L Adams

CHEMISTRY
Michael Joseph Kaul
Sepideh Rezvanian
Daniel Andrew Webb
Dishary Sharmin

COMMUNICATION
Brandon Straight

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Rachael Anne Koppel
Travis Eliot Pinter

ENGINEERING
Md AssadUzZaman
Yong Y Auh
Mrinal Kanti Dhar
Homa Ghasemi
Dahai Han
Zhaoxiang He
Seyedamirhossein Hesamian
Yuqiu Jiang
Zhiqin Qiang
Kao Zoua Yang
Yunfan Zhang
Andrew Eggebeen
Benyamin Sadeghi

ENGLISH
Peter Joseph Brooks
Christopher John Olson
Andrew Carlyle Urban
Evelynn Elise Kersting

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCE
Justin Yu

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Sarah Elizabeth Laurent
Meng Xiong

GEOGRAPHY
Amir Masoud Forati

GEOSCIENCES
Mark Kevin Borucki
Eduardo Luiz Menozzo Da Rosa
HEALTH SCIENCES
Maysam Ardehali
Robert F Frediani
Reshma James
Mukta Joshi
Laryn Michele O’Donnell
Reja Fadil Basyyoni
Mason Dennis Drake

INFORMATION STUDIES
Sukwon Lee
Benjamin Ombati Omwando

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
Mahsa Hosseinabadi
Narjes Nouri

MATHEMATICS
Jan Kretschmann

NURSING
Rebecka J Huggins
Aisha Kendrick
Suzanne M Mullis
Amy Michelle O’Malley
NURSING PRACTICE
Paige Lee Lindow
Caitlin Colleen Vosberg

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Anna Yaqian Bruckbauer
Mauly Her
Erik Stephen Johnson

PHYSICS
Dhruba Prasad Adhikari
Dammar Nath Badu
Roshanak Etemadpour
Tek Narsingh Malla
Joel T Nowitzke
Caitlin Amarantha Rose

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Shin Young Park

PUBLIC HEALTH
Megan Mallory Wahl

URBAN EDUCATION
Jesus Castellon
Elizabeth M Cutter
Sarah Denice Harris
Melissa Mae Manley
Erin E Ohalloran
Jenny Lynn Saurillo
Jocelyn Ann Sulsberger
Tanekeya Shantrice Word
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Kristian O’Connor
Interim Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ARCHITECTURE/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning

Patrick Charles Finucane

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science

Ariel Lorraine Butler
Katherine Ann Cianciola
Elizabet Patricia Sahar Djassemi
Hailey Michelle Lorenzen
Alannah Ray
Christopher James Rowe
Bryan John Schutte

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture

Joel Padilla
Andres Felipe Paez Gomez
Malique Javon Parker

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts

Abigail Darline Munoz

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Master of Science

Alexander John Moxon
Ariel Ruben Tickner-Ernst

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Sulaiman Mohammed S Alshehri
Phillip Nevin Anderson
Bryanna Andrey

BIOSTATISTICS
Master of Science

Catherine Erin Wortman Bedjeti

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration

Michael John Hairig Aprahamian
Ryan Andrew Bingham
Dalton Robert Brooks
Andrew Michael Brown
Harshavardhan Chappidi
Stephanie Anne Chedid
Nicklas Vincent D’Amato
Michael Driesen
Joshua Steven Dubois
Brendan Tyler Filut
Alyssa Rae Gardner
Jessica Christine Giles
Timothy Kyle Gindville
Brandon Jay Haffelder
Sarah Elizabeth Higgens
William Otu Ikpi Jr
Scott Andrew Janoska
Abdolghafor Kamal
Cassidy Rose Karnes
Sunidhi Kuman
Sara Asif Memon
Hari Krishna Nalluri
Luke Allen Newhouse
Chinmye Uzonna Chidi Obasi
Brooke Dorothy Parnello
Lysette Maria Pineda
Allex John Plank
Briana Elizabeth Probst
Caitlyn Ellen Pulno Rahul
Benjamin Michael Schardt

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Taylor Marie Brittain
Joseph Salvatore Cannizzaro
Hailey Grace Davis
Kimberly Ann Mayer

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Jessica Jean Dempsey
Christopher M Earle
Kevin James Formolo
Jillian Kate Imoehl

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning

Christian John Boulanger
continued
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Alexandra Ann Schroeder
Daniel J Schultz
Riley Shelton
Ashupreet Singh
Sara Steeves
Faria Tabassum
Matthew John Thomsen
Megan Clare Vollmer
Braden Westerhoff
Leah Marie Winckler
Tanishka Yadav
Kyle Jacob Yurek
CHEMISTRY
Master of Science
Maija Lee
COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts
Allyson K Hayden
Safiya Musa
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Master of Science
Ravi Teja Ainampudi
Radhika Patali Atchakolu
Shyanka Basak
Anoushka Dasgupta
Isra Elsharief
Lourdu Rohith Reddy Gali
Michael Hangsterfer
Suswara Tarang Kanneboyina
Sudishna Karne
Sai Kiran Kunam
Pranay Mandadapu
Kamalamini Nagasundaram
Jaya Keerthi Nannapaneni
Jonathan Hoang Nguyen
Viraj Rajeshbhai Panchal
Manoj Kumar Puppala
Sai Chandan Regonda
Aishwarya Shrestha
Srisrija Somavarapu
Likitha Uppala
Shamar Rhadre Webster
Sahil Vimal Zaveri
CRIMINAL JUSTICE & CRIMINOLOGY
Master of Science
Lucas John Skaaland
CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND EDUCATION
Master of Science
Francesca Lewis Ferraro
Chamieka Sharelle House-Osuya
Louria Ann Jewett
Michael Donald Johnson
Kelly Marie Melton
CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
Master of Science
Samantha M Sneor
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Master of Science
Cassandra Marie Aimers
Patrick Joseph Bergen Jr
Ryan Robert Ellifson
Katie Ann Miller
Courtney Erin Monahan
DANCE
Master of Fine Arts
Dijon Michelle Kirkland
Katharine Boyd Pyle
Elizabeth Ann Woodson
DATA SCIENCE
Master of Science
Bhagya Lakshmi Sankranthi
Matthew Colin Voss
ECONOMICS
Master of Arts
Philip Sheridan Long
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Zachary Austin Bella
Marie Jaclyn Enderle
Kylee Nikole Holbrook
Katherine Leigh Kaczmarek
Alyssa Catherine Kidd
Brianne N Kirnbauer
Grace Eryn Korthals
Amanda Christine Raduenz Mathy
Melissa Sandie Meyler Warlow
Dana Stevens
Jaquelin Zaragoza
ENGINEERING
Master of Science
John Ryan Bowen
Cui Fu
Omar Raed Abdelkarim Habash
Abul Borkot Md Rafiquil Hasan
Afrah Hayder
Md Touhid Hossain
Hua Yu Hou
Sina Jafari
Pushyan Rupen Jhaveri
Ryan Kabir
Rabin Lamsal
Cody Christopher Lang
Pin Yu Liao
Mohamed Maache
Michael Robert Moen Jr
Calvin Nyambane Nyarangi
Jamie Lauren Pankratz
Pradip Chandra Saha
Peter W Shea
Abdallah N Shelleh
Ibrahim Ahmed Ibrahim
Moussa Soliman
Sahebeh Tamaddonimoghaddam
Tsung Hsiang Tseng
Francis En Yoong Wong
Wan Chen Wu
EXECUTIVE MBA
Master of Business Administration
Mark James Adam
Patricia J Avilla
Thomas Alan Benning Sr
Amy Christine Crosby
Rebecca Lynn Devaud
Christopher Michael Hlebichuk
Michael Richard Kamin
Sidney Corbett Mentkowski
Erica Lynn Ostendorf Mullins
Susan Elizabeth Neubauer
Alexandria Mong Orr
Aubreyanne Elizabeth Pollesch
Katie Lynn Steffan

**FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY**
*Master of Science*

Christopher Jon Laurence Cieszynski
Nina Charlotte Hartwig
Claire Pierce Van Valkenburg

**GEOGRAPHY**
*Master of Science*

Paul Lee

**GEOSCIENCES**
*Master of Science*

Kaitlyn Marie Truss

**HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS**
*Master of Science*

Venkata NS Lakshmi Keerthana Ala
Divya Preethi Beela
Sangeetha Billakanti
Varun Chilukoti
Swethapriya Damagatla
Pranavi Devatha
Arpitha Gadiyaram
Sushma Gangula
Vaishnavi Gudupalli
Shanmukha Sowmya Jampani
Sri Ravi Neela
Manikanth Jonnalagedda
Lakshmiprasanna Kolla
Teja Kukutla
Ngoc Nguyen Thao Le
Srinivas Madaram
Surekh Reddy Mallepalli
Janvi Bharathi Movva
Vedita Nuthakki
Jyothsna Panguluri
Manohar Parsa
Heidi Lynn Prudhomme

Ram kumar Rapolu
Lawrence William Simmons
Parabathina Srikanya
Sarath Chandra Tadikonda

**HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION**
*Master of Healthcare Administration*

Bradley Andrew Beisel
Madeleine Louise Boman
Marcella Jeanne Cook
Tequilla Marie Dawson
Jessica A Fischer
Kathryn Marie Graham
Deforest Tswana Her
Keri Nicole Karnath
Zachary Joseph Schneider
Angel Faith Spencer
Elyse Elisabeth Stelsel
Connor Richard Wandle
Stephanie Christina Watson
Asma Mourad Yacob

**HISTORY**
*Master of Arts*

Jonathon Frederick Stuever

**HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS**
*Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations*

Jasmine Arabiyat
Jovan Goldsmith

**INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY**
*Master of Science*

Cassandra Franco
Andrew Ross Lukowski

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT**
*Master of Science*

Yasashree Akula
Manisha Anantharam
Srinivas Avula
Sanjith Kumar Reddy Banda
Veera Ganesh Bandaru
Asrith Krishna Chakka
Karthik Chunchu
Venkata Varun Kumar Gaddipati
Raghuvamsi Galla
Akshay Ganga
Tharun Kalpakkam Gopi
Tarun Gurram
Margaret Elizabeth Herzfeld
Naga Ratna Aashishya Iruku
Navya Jangala
Venkat Ramana Jeedikanti
Madhu Sravanthi Kakarla
Dhara Nalin Kansagara
Sudhakar Karlapudi
Jawahar Reddy Katika Reddy
Yogananda Sai Konkimalla
Sarath Chandra Kulkarni
Venkata Revanth Malineni
Shirani Ritesh Mendhe
Sai Kumar Muvvala
Jaswanth Neppalli
Tuyen Huu Nguyen
Nandini Oguri
Dhirendra Kumar Pandey
Revanth Sai Peddisetti
Sanjeev Peri
Rohit Kumar Potlapalli
Soma Shekar Rapolu
Manjunath Reddy Regatte
Jennifer Rae Rober
Shanti Sharma
Sowjanya Singamaneni
Ryan Mark Steffen
Karthik Sudarshan
Swathi Sudala
Sai Teja Thangalapalli
Varshik Raj Vallala
Leela Prasad Veerapalli
Jaya Prakash Reddy Venumala
Leea Eswar Kumar
Yeleswarapu
Prasanth Yenuganti

**KINESIOLOGY**
*Master of Science*

Taylor Leigh Danielson
Elizabeth Marie Menden
LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science

Emily Marie Bolwerk
Nathalie Patricia Campanelli
Jillian Marie Cersosim
Erika Jean Choate
Sarah Ellen Corrello
Carolyn Ruth Curtis
Margaret Caitlin Daub
Petra Kristin Duecker
Abigail Rose Duffany
Hanna Lea Fogle
Karen M Fontanetta
Joseph D Geshkewich
Bianna Hidi Hazen
Jordan Leigh Hemingway
Katie Carolyn Johnson
Kimberly Christine Luedke
Connor Ilene Luna
Emily Ann Mamrak
Anna Jo Elizabeth Mengert
Anthony Nguyen
Brynnie Anne Norgard
Chinenyen Ben Obinwaede
Daniel Joseph O’Keefe
Madeline Margarete O’Malley
Sarah Gwin Pearce
Colby Frank Peterson
Kathryn Dale Pierson
Amanda Casey Plotsky
Danielle Rose Poisl
Elizabeth Holly Pytka Reinhart
Alexandra Lynn Riley
Nicholas Scott Sabo
Emily Anne Sawyer
Claire Marie Silverstein
Dawn Marie Smith
Noah William Stone
Blake Michelle Taylor
Keyonte Dejuan Thompson Sr
Charlotte Cline Noble Ulloa
Emily Christine Vincent
Sheng Min Wang
Lian Chen Warner

MANAGEMENT
Master of Science

Sandra Ascencio
Hemanth Reddy Baddam
Nicholas Michael Dreiter
Sarah Elizabeth Fleming
Adriana Francois
Nicholas Dean Gazza
Tia Elizabeth Gorecki
Katie Elizabeth Haberman
Bryce Allen Handrich
Cassidy Lynn Kohls
Carson Joseph Niemiec
Abduselam Worku Regassa
Joshua Edward Scholze
Matthew Charles Stojanovich
Mohammed Nameer UR Rahman
Marcella Kathryn Vaneyck
Whitney Nicole Wierzbinski

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science

Benjamin Peter Bandli
Zachary Stephane Forbes

MEDIA STUDIES
Master of Arts

Samuel Wisneski

MUSIC
Master of Music

Adam Marc Taylor

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Benjamin Raymond Holt

NURSING
Master of Science

Katie Cecelia McCoy

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science

Samantha Rose Best
Kaleb Nathaniel Canonigo
Abby Gail Carlton
Isabel Rae Detienne
Nikita Sarai Fetter
Tori Joann Golden
Amber Rose Grube
Emma Jean Grulke
Erica Lee Haven

Brady Anthony Irwin
Autumn Tricia Jensen
Pratibha Kapil
Eunice Unjin Kim
Alyssa Eileen Koloske
Natalie Rose Lindenberg
Kathleen Ann Matus
Kelly Ann McGavock
Theresa Marie Mullen
Emily Mary Olejniczak
Emma Elizabeth Olenczech
Miranda Lyn Peterson
Mackenzie Joy Ricard
Sarah Alyse Roberts
Kiersten Sinram
Sydney Suzanne Staver
Isha Varshney
Sher Vue
Amber Wyman
Marissa Christine Zins

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Master of Arts

Joseph David Blaszcynski

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Emily Anne Albertina
Brendan Russell Natwora

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health

Kyle Jacob Byrnes
Rohan Katti
Kaisa Maria Kerrigan
Kerry Lee Kiel
Julien Romando Phifer
Jennifer Ellen Powell
Yanires Jacqueline Anna Saavedra
Laura Rose Sullivan

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work

Brianna Marie Albertson
Brooklyn Gene Basche
Megan Michelle Blas
Sara Lorene Brozek
Alyssa Renee Burke
Courtney Elizabeth Burns
Abigail Callahan
Taylor Lynn Clark
Ashley Nicole Coffey
Emily Kathleen Davis
Keiko Christine Engel
Rosa Tatiana Garcia Henriquez
Alexa Jennifer Gardner
Erin Therese Gaughan
Alexi Michelle Gibson
Alyssa Gilster
Haley Renee Jackson
Karie Ann Kaufman
Claire Frances Keyes
Tiffany Koehler
Elsa Shao Kraemer
Cara Margaret Lamusga
Thelmy Del Rosario Maldonado
Lizbeth Karina Mendoza
Jerry Ryan Morris III
Maeve Onnalee Nicoll
Michaela Jean Nix
Natalie Renee Pena
Kaitlyn Ruby Plautz
Libby Grace Quinn
Ashley Jordan Richards
Elizabeth Grace Rudolph
Abigail Marie Runge
Jamie Lyan Teissonniere Ramirez
Darcy Lynn Thompson
Joshua Van Schaick
Choua Vang
Ayanna Simone Washington
Destiny Michelle Williams
Kathryn Elsie Wilson

**TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING STUDIES**
*Master of Arts*

Megan May Falk
Heather Elizabeth Green
Allison Reed

**URBAN DESIGN**
*Master of Urban Design*

Akshat Jain

**URBAN PLANNING**
*Master of Urban Planning*

Zachary James Hochevar
Anna Maria Kissel
Gabriel Peter Yeager

**URBAN STUDIES**
*Master of Science*

Alexis Leigh Nehmer

**WOMAN’S AND GENDER STUDIES**
*Master of Arts*

Samantha Ann Moore

**SOCIOLOGY**
*Master of Arts*

Alexandra Lee Habeck

**SPANISH**
*Master of Arts*

Maria Gleason Maddo
Bachelor’s Degrees

College of the Arts and Architecture
Interim Dean Mo Zell

School of Architecture & Urban Planning
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Architecture, or Bachelor of Science

Seth Andrew Amland*
Kaylee Ann Bertrand*
Leah Rose Button*
Armando Daniel Chavez Jr
Michael Condon
Lor Mohammad Dakwar
Gian Stephan Del Fratte
Jessica Marie Dray*
Bora Hoxhallari
Michael Eteng Ikpi
Amanda Nicole Jensen
Ray Ketchman*
Meredith Rhys Lakari*
Angela M Lopez*
Jacob Neil Mansfield
Eyad Mohammed Mustafa
Jarod Marvin Probelski
Adrian Rimmer Jr
Ellyana Rogenski
Cole D Rousseau*
Grace Marie Wynveen*

Peck School of the Arts
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts

Caleb Christopher Adams*
Lamyra Star Adams*
Farouk Olamiiji Afolabi
Majid Moosa Abdulla Al Afifi
Buthaina Nasser Saif Al Kindi
Jake Robert Atkinson*
Rodrigo Dejesus Santana Baltazar III*
Samuel Barone
Maxwell William Behnke*
Andreas James Beyer-Bowden*
Eric Martin Bishop*
Laura Lena Bogay*
Sebastien Ethan Brown*
Gabriel Peter Brusky
Anthony John Brylow
Andrea Florence Bullar*
Jason Daniel Burr
Alejandro Jose Cabeza Velasquez*
Kelsey Michelle Cecil
Chamenou Mikey Chang*
Faith Noelle Charboneau*
Jiahui Chen
Ella Clemons
Fantasia Marie Coleman-Elzie
Isabel Anne Cooling*
Lauren Olivia Courter*
Jacob Ryan De Hart*
Kyen Buck Ditzenberger
Luciana Lupo Divito*
William Raymond Drea
Sydney Lauren Durst
Madelyn Marie Eden*
Calla Eve Ehler
Katelyn Elizabeth Erath*
Lauren Raquel Fleury
Maxwell Emerson Foreman
Abigail Nicole Fuchs*
Bradley Simpson Gessler
Daniel Gomez Sandoval
Mara Elizabeth Grigg*
Taylor Ann Grossman*
Alyssa Julia Lynn Hackbarth-Weber*
Jarod Aramis Hamley*
Irena Rose DeZayas Haugh
Jessica Elisabeth Hegel*
Thomas Michael Hendricks*
Jose Manuel Hernandez Jr*
Miguelangel Hernandez
Guinevere Magnolia Highgate
Samuel Raymond Holte
Sophia Marie Odilia Holterman*
Garrett Holtz*
Elyse Hupp
Lillian Vivian Jackson
Kiarra Shauntae Jernagin
Zachary Paul Just
Kendra Lee Kabara
Daniel Kasza
Alayna Rose Kirk
Isaiah Maxwell Kitts-Lewinski*
Max Albert Krueger*
Laura Christine Laberge*
Travis Landry*
Xarion Latimore
Rose Ophelia Lawton*
Jenny Lee
Isabella R Lehr*
Ethan Ray Lelinski
Lilith Lenz*
Margaret Lesko*
Chengtao Li
Baokou Alexis Lor
Thomas Teal Lovely
Luna Elizabeth Lubbad*
Grace Sierra Lubinski*
Johnathon Mark Lusk
Justin Mannisto*
Miles Lawrence Mathias
Ethan Steven Edward Mayo
Alexis Hailey McDermott*
Danielle Raejean Mielke*
Diane Moore
Eliana Mosley
Brendan Balistreri Murphy*
Connor John Nekich*
Mackenzie Rose Neuendorf
Will Jacob Oelke*
Oscar Ornelas
Ethan Daniel O’Rourke
Rudi Frances Passamani*
Lauren Elizabeth Peterson*
Phuong Ngoc Phan*
Zhanyun Qin
Barry James Quinnies
Eva Reblholz
Jamie Lee Riddle*
Casimir Amadeus Riley*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

SHELDON B. LUBAR COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Dean Kaushal Chari
Bachelor of Business Administration

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Pablo Daniel Monzon Paz
Alec Matthew Mueller
Coleton Koehn Mueller*
Victoria Anne Mueller
Julian Murillo
Mark Murphy*
Ashleen Nagra
Evgely Yakovlevich Nenaydykh
Tyler John Neubauer*
Hoai Thi Nguyen*
Trinh Hoang Phuong Nguyen
Saira Shaji Nirapil
Jack Edward O'Brien
Victoria Oreoluwa Ogunbanwo
Colin Esau Ollarzabal
Grace Lorraine Olson*
Owen Samuel Paar*
Sydney Marie Panfil
Nicholas Louis Pappas
Cameron Adam Parrish
Viral V Patel
Gregory Pavlik
Rosemary Perez
Anastasia Petrov
Hong T Phan
Mason Pierce
Vincent Palmisano Pipitone
Samuel Charles Poehlmann*
Jacob Dawson Potter*
Benjamin Fowler Price*
Dajana Radjenovic
Amanda Marie Rahfeldt
Ergisa Ramo
Jose Ramos
Jack Richard Rath
Samuel Michael Retzlaff*
Paiton Ruth Richter
Alex Gerald Riha*
Mason Robertson
Ismael Efain Ruiz Murillo
Klausda Roc Salverson*
John Patrick Savignac
Martin James Schabel*
Samuel James Schaffhauser
Blake Daniel Scheer
Spencer Schmidt
Keegan Mitchell Scoles
Manavjot Singh Sethi
Charlotte Rose Seto
Maria Shah
Charanpreet Singh*
Jacob Charles Smith
Shantale Janeil Douglas Smith*
Chandler Jacob Solom
DongMin Son
Kailee Sonsthagen*
Ricardo Efrain Soto Robles
Arthur Mello Souza*
Robert Daniel Spaid
Mindaugas Sriubas
Chloe Ann Stambaugh
Payton Steinhardt
Luciano Robert Stephenson
Alec Matthew Stys
JaQuann Dwayne Taylor*
Kariya Marie Thomson
Jacqueline Tomashke
Joshua Maxwell Trippett
Marco Antonio Valdepena
Lindsay Ann Van Der Wegen*
Angelee Panyia Vang
Victorio Xavier Varela
Joshua Robert Vizer*
Dylan SV Vukich
Emily Sophia Waldman
Paige Nicole Weimer*
Sophia Lynne Wentz*
Alex Edward Wenzel
Blake Andrew West
Luke Jerry Wetherall
Allysen Irene Wetzel*
Anthony John Williams
Natalie Kristina Winn*
Zachary Scott Wittman
Mark Tou Sher Yang Jr
Macy See Yang
Curtis Young
John Yurik
Abdullah Mohammed
Habud Zaabanoot*
Bennett Paul Zacher*
Shay Lyn Zajakowski
Drew Jeffrey Zaremba*
Jenny Zheng
Sayeda Sarah Zori

COLLEGE OF
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
AND PROFESSIONS

Dean Tina Freiburger

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science

Silvey Rose Anderson*
Jacqueline Billings
Venice Denise
Birmingham
Hannah Mary BojarSKI
Alissa Michelle Breen*
Ashton Cadman*
Anna Margaret Callahan*
Madalyn Mae Clarke*
Reagan Elizabeth Crist*
Brittany Ann Davis
Alycia Rose DeJesus*
Sydney Eve Elliott
Alexis Evert*
Cassidy Rose Feyen*
Katherine Gonzalez*
Madelyn Jean Hermes*
Decosa L Hobson
Allison Ann Hoffman
Keyiona Lashawn Johnson
Spencer Raymond Johnson*
Amy Nicole Kaiser
Katelyn Anne Kastenholz*
Haleigh Kehoe
Elsa Olivia Komes
Mackenna Claire Korpela
Madalyn Rose Krotky*
April Marie Laboy*
Jennifer Lynn Leber*
Elizabeth Ruby Maier
Musetta Marie Martin
Samantha R Marx
Katie Marie Matuszak
Shannon Lee Mishun
Roberta Elizabeth Morrobel*
Brooke Morrow
Stephanie Munguia

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Karly Rae Mutranowski  
Cassandra Najera  
Jessica Pritchett  
Victoria Reichert  
Danielle M Runge*  
Aaliyah Lauren Sampson  
Rebecca Jean Sawatske  
Elizabeth Ann Schlehlein  
Julia Eve Schuessler*  
Isabel Serna*  
Elly Smith-Skwierawski  
Ashley Marie Stubbs  
Jacquelyn Eleanor Weatherbee*  
Anna Wood*  
Miles Xavier*  
Patrick YF Xiong  
Yeng Xiong*  
Michelle Marie Zittel*  

**SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES**  
*Bachelor of Science*

Andrez Josue Aldape  
Majid Jalal Ali  
Malyun Ali  
Ahmed Beheiry  
Armand Mathew Bennage  
Michael Andrea Binelli  
Kevin Blessing  
Nathan Boonlad  
Kaiana Burgos  
Jordi R Chavez Serna*  
Patrick John Cook  
Aaron David Dodds*  
Jacobson Fakler  
Dustin Martin Fechter  
Cassandra Forbes*  
Nathaniel John Fortune  
Corrie Fowble*  
Danyell Franz*  
Cullen Patrick Frederickson  
Corbin James Gerou  
Matthew David Heinze*  
Matthew Antonio Herrera  
Piper Genevieve Hodgett  
Marianne Holm  
Madison Taylor Hunt  
Samita Joshi*  
Seth Daniel Kaderabek  
Blerim Kamberi*  
Benjamin Thomas Kunstman*  
Caio LaCroix  
Ji Eun Lee  
David Michael Link Jr  
Cheng Lor  
John Paul Margraff  
Kushal Maruthy Prasad  
Jacob Anthony Matakoivc*  
Peter Edward McLane*  
Andrew John Mielke  
Emmanuel Millian  
Carrie Lynn Mirabella*  
Adam James Mirecki  
Richard Antonio Montalvo  
Nickolas Moto  
Jay Lorenz Mulligan*  
Hannah Cathrine Nehls*  
Michael Niemi*  
Rose Angelina Njonap  
Joana Zulema Ortiz Mireles  
Jason Ottum*  
Wendi Marie Parisi  
Anouorn Phakousonh  
Valen Polubinsky*  
Morgan Anton Popp*  
Kevin M Reed  
Grant Jeffrey Renken*  
Vinny Rondinelli  
Anila F Rudi*  
Jonathan Ryu  
Nicholas Mark Scholzen  
Patrick James Singer  
Ajeet Singh  
Edhen Jared Soto  
Jordan David Suggs*  
Michelle Quynh Nhi Ta  
Justin James Thomas  
Garrett Marshall Trimborn  
Tia Vang  
Nicholas Vangoulutda  
Angel Villalobos*  
Danny Ntxawg Vue  
Joey Xuue*  
Christopher Wendlandt  
Matthew Charles Wenzel  
Zachary J Werner*  
Ryaan Lee Gregory Williamson  
Benjamin Robert Wood  
Bryan Xiong  

Sunshine Shoua Xiong*  
Mathew Vaseng Yang*  
Miriam Elizabeth Zamora  

**HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE**  
*Bachelor of Science*

Alexis Marie Acevedo  
Sierra Joy Anacker-Swantz  
Justin Carlos Anderson Sr  
Anita Maria Ayala  
Mikalyla Bowden  
Jacelia Colla*  
Michelle Denise Cooper*  
Faith Lynn Craft  
Clarissa Ryann Dehling*  
Emma Jean DeValkenaere*  
Katrina Jasmine Fonk  
Alexandria Grace Garczynski  
Roxane Abigail Gaytan  
Owen Patrick Geurts*  
Katelyn Sierra Gibbons*  
Andrew Miguel Honkamp  
Xavier Johnson- Smither  
Kevin John Juhant Jr  
Andrew Thor Kildahl  
Brandon Richard Kurshinsky  
Joseph Lanza  
Jade Lee*  
Robert Callum LeMense*  
Liam Phoenix Martinez*  
Mariah Irene Martinez-Kugler  
Gianna Maria Melton  
Leah Olivia Moore  
Melissa Moreno  
Abbe Lynne Murray  
Joseph Philip Neumann  
Olivia Nwachukwu*  
Kaylyyne Marie Palmer  
Yaminah Nayo Powell*  
Jancarlo Ruben Reyes  
Fatima Rios  
Ariana Rodriguez*  
Elizabeth Alejandro Rodriguez*  
Arelly Garcia Romero*  
Alexander Gregory Saulnier  
Mya Simms*  
J’Breanna Smith  
Sam Matthew Stried  
Charles Taylor  
Grace Ann Vandersteeg

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
*Awarded Commencement Honors

HELEN BADER SCHOOL
OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Erin Elizabeth Vanevenhoven*
Melissa Nicole Villagrán
Hayley Jo Wagnitz*
Imajaniece Nicole
Washam-Reynolds
Lisa Annette Washington
Lauren Jo Wilcox*
Jordan Young*
Edumakono Zetho*

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING &
APPLIED SCIENCE
Dean Brett A. Peters
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of
Science or Bachelor of Science
in Engineering

Allison Abrahams
Omar Abu-Rmaileh*
Marcos Acosta
David Benjamin Adashek*
Hussain Abbas S Abbas Alhashim
Faisal Sulaiman M Alomar
Zainab AlRebh
Nusr Yousef Alzalloum
Hector Guillermo Ambriz*
Hazar Wael Amer
Jose Luis Andrade
Charles Andreasen
Debraccia Janae Arberry
Ryley Gary Beekman
Dani Beierschmitt*
Madison Lee Bell
Bradley Joseph Bernklau
Nathaniel Ryan Bezier*
Nicholas James Bieganski*
Ryan Robert Blunt
Estelle Nicole Brady
Jack Elliot Robert Brown
Ahmed Mohammed A Bumarah
Peter Kayun Chan
Euxhena Cina
Haley Jasmine Collins*
Lisa Frances Collins
Jorge Colon Torres
Elias Eduardo Sampaio Conceicao

Noel Breton Cramer*
Luke Richard Davitz*
Jake Zenon Denor
Kaitlyn Marie Donley
Max Anthony Dreher*
Thomas Durbin*
Nick Warren Evert
Jacob Ferguson*
Nicholas Robert Ferrante*
Nicholas Fiola
John Christian Figueroa
Thomas Yat Long Fong
Trevor Daniel Foster
Allison Frey*
Shelby Lyn Gain
Diego Sebastian Garcia*
Alec Micheal Tenney Gebelein
Zachary Michael Gollinger*
Nicholas Gregerson
Tamara Patricia Gutierrez
Erik Robert Hansen*
Jordan Tyler Helgeland*
Bryce Alexander Hennig
Bryan Hernandez
Jeny Belen Herrera Bautista
Cara Louise Hiler*
Alex James Hillmer*
Braeden William Hills
Collin Anthony Hince*
Luke Hodory
Nicholas Robert Holmes*
Alishah Horton
Areeb Hussain
Nicholas James IgI*
Kitsa Khankorn Jordan
Samuel Kind*
Matthew Klinger*
Ilya Kravtsov
David Krisna
Andrew Le
Quocviet Tan Le
Pong Lee
Citlalith M Martinez Gonzalez
Andrew Jarod Mason
Milad Masoodi
Omer Kaan Mat
Kayla Maule*
Jackson David Meils
Tyler Daniel Meulemans
Andrew Lawrence Michalski
Andrew Jay Miller
Matthew James Moen
Jorge Daniel Montanez
Carlee Marie Morrison
Erik Andrew Mortensen
Parker Trenton Morton
Nicholas Steven Mueller
Paige Marie Murphy
Samantha Eva Nelson*
Connor Lee Nethen
Ethan Nieskes
Bridget Ohme
Ricky Ortega
Ryan Nicholas Ott
Jacob Owen*
Emir Ozoksel
Adam R Pape
Lucas Patron
James Roland Peterson Jr
Gunnar Eric Peterson
Yiwen Qin*
Christian Harvene Raguero
Matthew Reas
Daniel Reed*
Isabelle Marie Reeson
Javier Retana Jr
Ann Richards
Timothy David Rodd
Dakota Alexander S Rodman*
Alyssa Michelle Rutzinski
Daniel Zephaniah Schimp*
Gavin Schmer
Dylan Kurt Schmidt
Joshua Sneieger
Zachari Ames Schroeder
Josh Dalton Schultz*
Alec William Schulze
Brian Joseph Schwartz
Anthony Joseph Seaks
Baljot Singh*
Natalia Sotelo*
Alex Ki Stephan
Evan Stickles
Mac Jerome Stoffel
Adam James Stollenwerk
Jordan Matthew Straub
Philip Rudolf Strydom
Syed Rayyan Bin Talha
Brendan Se Liang Tan
Thajying Thao
Isaac Edwin Thompson
Cindy Lou Thorlton

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Travis Michael Tocco
Jose Antonio Trujillo Parra*
Sut Tuang*
Davee Wanglue Yang
Jordi Vazquez
Austin Garret Volden
Bryan Wendt
Samuel Erik Westfall*
Caleb Elliott Wicker
Lorryn Elaine Wilkinson*
Marshall Woller
TouKoua Xiong*
Abdulrhman Yahya
Connor Patrick Zastrow
Jiaming Zhang
Evan Ronald Zielski

SCHOOL OF
FRESHWATER SCIENCES
Dean Rebecca Klaper
Bachelor of Science

Robert Stanley Kucik*
Daniel Sherman

COLLEGE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
AND SCIENCES
Dean Kim Litwack

SCHOOL OF
BIOMEDICAL
SCIENCES & HEALTH
CARE ADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Science

Fatimah Muneer Abu Alrahi
Tracy Marie Allen*
Miad Abdullah M Almansour
Nicoletta Margherita Berti*
Lauren Clark
Samantha Clarke
Angela Theresa Dabruzzino*
Anthony Christopher
D’Acquisto*
Ryan Charles Daniel
Lindsey Brooke Domask
Yamilet Espinoza*
LaDiamond LaTrice Flowers
Betsy Marie Gleesing
Alexis Green
Spring Groth
Rebekah Hastings
Matison Michelle Jakscht*
Amanda Michelle Kauffman*
Hannah Koopp*
Catherine Kumwenda Wilson
Caroline Kumwenda-Stevens
Angeline Victoria Lariosoa
Elizabeth Marie Lawnczak
Colleen Anne Lemke*
Mallory Renee Levenhagen
Laura Lewis
Laura L Manriquez
Sarah Mccants*
Drew Thomas Miner*
Taylor Lee Mominee*
Yasmin Abdelmuin Muhamad*
Ashley Janice Nelsen
Anthony Donald Netzel
Oscar Nieto Perez*
Melanie Belle Ochoa
Kate Parisi
Priyana Chandresh Patel
Rachel Penewell
Heather Rivera*
Jose Salas
Luigi James Sarapese
Maye Sarr
Paige Seay*
Tabitha Sparks
Mary Starr
Juliana Tantawy
Alexander Joseph Thompson
Krista Nicole Thurman
Gianni Vaccaro
Vishal Verma
Siara Markeny Volbrecht*
Sherry Walker
Morgan Wileczek
Kara Winzenreid*
Karisma Padee Xiong
Yunnan Xiong*
Naomi Yang
Amanda Zachrich
Katherine Grace Zimney

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Dania Mustafa Abdulghani
Alisha Adams
Malika Lynn Albulushi*
Dion Sorina Anderson
Kibrewosen Yemer Aserade
Beyza Gul Aysin
Alexandria Baranova
Mariah Mae Behr*
Halee Grace Behrens*
Madeline Elizabeth Belshaw*
Vivian Lorraine Beppler*
Tia Bergmann*
Melissa Kay Best
Catherine Monica Meyer Bindel
Shannon Renee Blake
Cassandra Elizabeth Bodart*
Kayli Rose Bohr*
Grace Atsuko Brandner*
Kayla Rose Bransted*
Szilvia Braun*
Zakaria Hammad Brema
Syndie Josephine Brey
Kristen R Broderick
Nicole Elyse Burkard
Savanna Leigh Burmeister
Carlye Marie Lewis Butler
Ethan John Cabela
Hayley Elizabeth Cahill
Alexis Catherine Carr*
Kiran Kaur Chahal
Shaylee Marie Christy*
Emily Clemens*
Taylor Marie Clementz
Kirsten Elizabeth Colton*
Benjamin Frank Craft
Navel Rada Daadoucha
Andrea Marie Day*
Allysa Nichole Deates*
Delaney Ann Devlin
Adriana Elisabeth Domiguez
Emma Rose Dutton
Estella Julianna Felauer*
Haley Ann Franckowiak
Micheleene Fuller
Erika Rochelle Gainey
Elise Morgan Glos*
Kaillee Jane Golla*
Ariana Gonzalez
Hailey Jo Grisham-Kerch
Mia Josephine Haberkorn*
Cassandra Hadley*
Elizabeth Ann Hammond
Anne Mai Nhia Her*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Venus P Her
Alexandria Hernandez-Viillarreal
Marcella Reiko Hill
Heidi Grace Hintz*
Bianna M Homontowski*
Abbey Horan
Melinda Johnson
Sophia Joseph
Kess Kane
Kamaljeet Kaur
Mahakpreet Kaur*
Marissa Kildow*
Samantha Jean Kittilstad*
Grace MaryEllen Klitzke*
Madison Linn Knae*
Kailynn Jane Knuth*
Macy Elizabeth Konopa*
Paige Kowalewski
Ava Krohn*
Marissa Leigh Krueger*
Sarah Diane Lechtenberg
Bianna Marie Leeder
Levi Wallace Lenzner*
Molly Lust*
Yashoda Madhusudan
Emma K Marlow*
Emma Martinez*
Kelen Kendal McDaniels*
Romy Janna McKinley
Julio Cesar Mejia*
Deborah Meyer
Alex Michalski
Kierra Marie Miller
Katrina Ann Milosevich
Megan Elizabeth Mohorich
Andrea Monge
Melissa Mora
Meagan Munoz
Mohammad Mustafa*
Rebecca Nebrat*
Lauren Ann Nelson
Alexander Pace*
Myah Palechek*
Abrielle Lois Partington*
Bindi Patel
Morgan Jade Pease*
Caitlin Mae Pecoraro
Hannah Kaylee Powers
Daisy Pulido
Anne Ravanelli*
Stephanie Rochelle Reeves
Chloe Marie Regnier
Kelly Richardson
Autumn Rose Rick*
Lydia Lillian Rosengren
Emily Ann Ryan*
Laura Kaylyn Sauer*
Nicole Schultz*
Paige Elizabeth Schwank*
Izamar Scolus
Syed Hanifullah Shah
Gretchen Sloan
Kaitlyn Marie Sokde
Lachee Subba
Victoria Elizabeth Surerus*
Umber Firoza Syed
Haba Medhat Taylor*
Miranda Tomczak
Susan Ellen Toth
Anna Emily Truebenbach*
Nicholas John Urban-Michalak
Trevor Martin Viegut
Jordyn Marie Waite*
Karly Walker
Heidi Elaine Watson
Elizabeth C Wellman
Jessica Wergin
Heather Weymier
Jake Alan Wolski*
Zoe Elizabeth Zellmer
Caleb William Ziebart

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Dean Scott Gronert
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science

Nada Fouad Abduljalil*
Khaloud Juma Muftah Rashid
Al Handasi
Emma Lilly Alburg
Taif Al-Dulaimi*
Husam Iyad Alhasasneh
Abdulmalik Mohammad Tariq
M Alhawsaw*
Wade Cameron Allen*
Arunabaduge Mehan Hansaja
Aluwhare Jinadasa
Victoria Morgan Alvarez
Gil Licea Amador
Corey Thomas Anderson
Ariela Kristina Andino
Chinemere Chibundu Anene
Maria Armanious*
Abigail Armstrong
Sophia R Aspenleiter
Adriana Astra*
Alexis Asunto-Ryan
Isabella Rae Austin
Mohammed Talib Azeez*
Max Donovan Bacher
Fatima Badwan
Sarah Marie Baker
Amber Jacklynn Banish
Stephanie Barker
Molly Quinn Beacom
R’rionna Marie Beal
Emily Becker
Nick Becker
Lee Behm
Derek Stephen Bennethum
Francesca Maria Berta
Dakota Bishop
Prentiss Alexander Black
Emily Blaney
Chase Robert Bock*
Makenna Ann Boettcher*
Laura Ixtel Bonilla Guerrero
Kierra Bowie
Luke William Boyle
Jack Michael Brown
Pauline Brown*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Teagan Brynne Budny
Christina Marie Bugajski
Adam Paul Buhrandt
Bralund Alexander Burks
Essence Jenise Shaparis
Burks-Burtin*
Molly Elizabeth Burnside*
Juan Carlos Bustos
Stella Mae Callesen
Wendy Gabriela Cantoral-Argueta
Alexia Castillo
Hunter William Castonguay*
Zachary Norman Chernouski
Hulamatuou Maria Chestnut
Adriannah Deion Chillis
Justin Cieminski
Laura Clay*
Tyler David Clazmer*
Cale Andrew Clinkert*
Vivian Joy Coenen*
Micah Imani Coleman*
Rena Marie Colla*
Madalynn Elizabeth Collins
Jordan Cornett
Bryan Corvera*
Elizabeth Ann Coshun
Emmett Blanche Cosmos*
Lynsey Leah Cottreau
Declan Scott Crouch
Michele Lynn Curry*
Matthew Dampier
Nia Marie Daniels
Matthew Joseph Davenport
Sonya Dinh Davis
Zoe Rae Derks
Sophia Camille Detweiler*
Alison Lorain Dewers*
Gavin Mitchell Dewey
Alexa Rae Dings
Alyssa Danielle Do
Evelyn Linda Doan*
Gabriel Dove
Max Anthony Dreher*
Allison Ann Dubois*
Joshua P Easley
Deona Easterson*
Alex Martin Ebben
Genaveve Ann Eisert*
Sam Robert Enders
Naomi Esquivel
Ryan Charles Ettner
Muhammad Faizal Fakaruddin
Olivia Grace Fallahee*
Aidan Nicholas Farr*
Elvira Felipe-Ferrante*
Eleana Felker*
Sophia Ferguson
Nicholas Robert Ferrante*
Daniel Fischer*
Morgan E Fischer*
Antonio D Fitzgerald
Patrick Ryan Flanagan
John Michael Folena*
Jack Ryan Fravel
Ian Donald Frederickson
Christopher McKenzie Freedy
Allison Frey*
Brenna Victoria Frey
Kayla Frey
Kacy Magnolia Furru
Antonio Jose Garcia
Autumn Gethers*
Callee Gissal
Vanessa Lynn Goltz*
Jacob James Goodman
Kristopher Charles Goodrum Jr
Madison Gordon
Madelyn Rae Grabow
Luke Jeffrey Griesemer*
Ivy Lily Hamblen*
Emma Rose Handschke
Michelle Nichole Hansen
Kayla Andrea Hanson
Lillian Rose Hardy*
Spencer Riese Hattori
Cody James Hawthorne
Gabrielle Angelique Hayden
Sarah Heldman*
Barrett Her
Francisco Hernandez
Melkisedec Hernandez
Benjamin Mathew Herrenbruck*
Dejesus Francisco Herrera
Jamie Webber Hinkle
Nathan Thomas Hodges
Laura Emily Hofstad*
Courtney Holman
Lance Gregory Holtz
David Horvath
Jadan Rikki Howard*
Morgan Elizabeth Hunt
Stefanie Erin Irish
Fiona Isaku*
Elaine Marie Isely
Aymen Ibrahim Issa
Thomas K Ivory
Jolayna Jaber
Ajeria D Jackson
Cameron Jakubowski
Adam Prescott Jeep
Jay Jensen
Nicholas Mathew Jesse
Richard Georg John
Dane Alan Johnson
Jamie Johnson
Ashley Nicole Johnston*
Hannah Margaret Jorgensen
Ranjak Joshi*
Sydney Maurine Juarez
Olive Magdala Justman*
Jessica Kathryn Kaiser*
Madilyn Kalous*
Matthew James Kapelis
Cecelia Ann Kartz*
Kirandeep Kaur*
Delvin Lamar Key
Tomara V King
Rachel Rose Kinley
Bailey Renee Klubande*
Alex Robert Kleinke
Mia Carole Knops*
Gina Marissa Knudsen
Rebecca Rose Koehn
Alexis Kristoffersen
Lauren Grace Krueger
Ashley Krygoski
Cade Justis Kufahl
Elizabeth Anya Kuhlmann*
Madeline Jean Kuhn*
Ethan Eric Lang
Andrew Le
Amy Beth Lee
Chija Lee
Christopher Emmanuell Lee
Travis Jordan Lehman
Amy Pauline Lila*
Coralena Carn Limberg
Skylar Rae Lincoln*
Autumn Rose Lockhart
Jenna Rose Lockwood*
Oscar Ramon Lopez*
Jacob Alan Lopez
Mary Lutton

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Catlyn Rose Mahoney
Duaa Sohail Majeed*
Savannah Jordan Makowski*
Samantha Katherine Maloy
Natalia Leigh Manikowski*
Jafar Mansour
Cristina Marquez
Andrea Rose Martin
Emily Mae Masmela*
Anita Anesu Mazvimavi
Joseph Michael McWilliams
Jean Marie Medenblik*
Jordann Linda Joy Meinhardt*
Mason Scott Meyer*
Madison Michalski
William Howard Robert Miles
Clive Elbert Miller
Madelyn Nicole Miller*
Alea Huale Mills
Alexandra Izabella Molzan
Lily Mooney
Rachel Leighann Moser
Madelyn Paige Moushon*
Jorge Armando Munoz
Brett Matthew Murphy
Kyra Xiang Mushall*
Karina Luz Najera
Margot Grace Neely
Anders Nelson
Emily Rose Nelson
Samantha Eva Nelson*
Jason Hoang Thanh Nguyen
Griffin Nickerson
Jon Niezgodz
Ryan Nofsinger
Zahra Noor
Margaret O’ dell
Rhyanna Sharon Oeftling
Tegan O’ Reilly
Valeria Orozco
Aden Osman
Mason Osvatic*
Shadika Panta*
Bryce Ryan Parker
Michelle Pazdernik
Samuel J Peetz*
Shandi Renee Peitsch
Alexandria Paige Pelzek
Marisa Louise Peot*
Kimberly Perez
Shontori Rayelle Perine
Daniel Joseph Pesch
Annabella Grace Peters*
Elizabeth Clare Petersen*
Samuel David Petersen
Sarah Jane Petersen*
Jaynee Ann Peterson
William Robert Pfalzgraf*
Frederick Phelps*
Emma Marion Pierquet*
Katrina Anastasia Pike*
Keana Pitel*
Cal Henry Pokora
Delaney Rhey Polzin
Nicholas James Purko
Ana Grace Quast*
Kaitlin Anne Quigley
Lucas Stanley Quinnell
Kaitlin Marie Rademacher
Leesa Danielle Ranicke
Anne Ravenelli*
Allison Reese*
Shar’ na Rice
Christa Dejuana Richardson-Ward
Jaylen Dsha Riley
Brian Robinson II
Isabelle Theresa Rock
Riley Jane Rockford
Roy Ernesto Rodriguez
Xander Eli Rodriguez
Edward Lee Rogers Jr
Sarah Lynn Rohm
Idalia Michelle Rosas
Erica Jade Rouse
Chloe Ana Ruiz
Gianna Hamdan Rupnick
Paige Sabatini
Leena Mohammed Y Saifuddin
Florin Alexandru Sattis*
Cassandra Danielle Salbashian
Salam Nabil Salous*
Antajja Sanders
Christina Santamaria
Angel Alberto Santiago Jr
Itzel Saucedo
Luke Michael Schires
Dylan Porter Schroeder
Lindsay Schroeder
Corinne Elizabeth Schultz*
Leah Marie Schwerdtfeger
Jazmine Amari Scott
Rhianna Seibel*
Liam Sheriff
Terrance Michael Simmons
Kimberly Casie Smith*
Bryttany Solis
Maxem Gregory Stacey
Amanda Christine Stahl
Ryan Joseph Stankus
Madison Paige Stedman
Wren Emrys Stevens*
Marissa Josephine Stewart
Sydney Marie Stigler*
Jake Walter Stonestreet
Samuel Peter Strukel*
Isabelle Rose Sussman*
Brigitte Nicole Terry
Verena Grace Tesnow
Panxia Thao
Jessica Thornton
Mohammed Torania
Valeria Enid Torres
Johnathon Lobo Tovar
Vai Gabrielle Triggiano*
JaSean Nikolai Tyson
Tiara Ulmer
Marisa Ursu
Maria Vaccaro
Alysia Rose Van Boxtel
Abigail Caroline Vanevenhoven
Aniya Maria Vega
Riley Joseph Vermillion
Cole T Vetter*
Alberto Imanol Vilchis
Katherine Waterbury*
Jada Marie Waters
Nicolas James Weigel
Nathan Wells
Abigail Rose Werry
Mason Lee West
Joseph Allen Wicken
Nichole Lydia Williams*
Richard Baldwin Wilson*
Herschel Max Winkelman
Maxwell Garrett Winters*
Bodie Byron Witzlib*
Valerie Kyra Wrynn
Kalia Michelle Xiong
Yehiah Jamil Ziaedh

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Gabrielle Elizabeth Zibell
Isabella Claire Zizzo*
Tessa Rose Zocher*

JOSEPH J. ZILBER
COLLEGE OF
PUBLIC HEALTH
Interim Dean Amy Harley
Bachelor of Public Health

Rawan Abu Saif
Aamina Yusuf Ali
Denice Benitez*
Stephany Narai Castaneda-Reyes
Riley Edgar Clemence
Kendra Catherine Dantoin*
Madelyn J Emer
Viktor Epifanov
Kyle Farris
Josh David Flick*
Ross Frank
Hailey Hilgart
Alexandra Hoadley*
Dylan Michael Jackowski
Holly Langenburg*
Tsimmuaj Lor
Marika Caitlin Marsch
Grace Anne Mawhinney*
Ben Arthur Meiselwitz*
Brook Marian Miller
Alyssa Katherine Peirce
Ishma Ali Rizvi*
Mariela Santiago
Rian Sarhan
Samantha Judith Schauer
Austin Jay Sokolosky
Alex Streightiff*
Emily Claire Wenslaff
Mai Der Yang

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ASSOCIATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF
GENERAL STUDIES
Dean Simon Bronner
Associate of Arts and Science

Tiffany Atchison
Alyssa Berdahl
Sierra Boettcher
Marcia Bolden
Payton Nicole
Borkowicz
Jeffrey Steven Bourn III
Christopher Singh Brauer*
Jackie Brickson
Hannah Brueske*
Karissa Castano
Jesus Manuel Cervantes
Dianna Dawn Ciesynski*
Delandria Clark
Alexandra Ellen Cole
Sioux Lenz Colom
Dillon Andrew Coppersmith
Alexander Vittorio Curry
Kassandra Dondiego
Erik Matthew Douglas
Natalia Diane Escribano*
Candace Lee Exner*
Lela Marie Fischer Soehner
Emma Gerstner*
Natalie Ghaly
Kyle Gullickson
Allison Gail Gundrum
Emma Ashley Hagen
Jimena Citlalli Haro*
Irfan Hasan
Christian Thomas Hochstetler*
Chloe Alexandria Johnson
Madeline Jones
Alexandra Mary Kaja*
Harpreet Kaur
Victoria Knutsen*
David Kroncke
Laura Landrum*
Olivia Jane Langdon
Rachel Elaine Martin*
Roberto Martinez Lopez
Caleb Alexander Naber
Izabel G Peterson
Jonathon Phillips
Alyssa Pinch
Dayna Quaid*
Cole Rahlf
Dale Aaron Rockefeller
Esmeralda Rodriguez
Katie Grace Schmidtke
Jaspreet Singh*
Nicholas James Smiltneek
Tyler Andrew Soens
Emily Spakowski*
Felicia Jane Stelsel
Joy Stokes
Mia Ronni Szohr
Andre Triplett
Marc Virgin
Autumn Lynn Walentoski
Elise Loriane Wall
Jeffrey James Wehr Jr

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible.

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Gwyn Wallander- Lead marshal  Fang Yao Stephen Hou  Connor Sampson
Marion Archer  Kierra Holst  Jim Schmidt
Courtney Bernd  Amanda Keyes  Jessica Schuld
Shiraz Bhathena  Karen Krueger  Joe Tomich
Therese Crary  Beth Kucera  Alexandra Trumbull-Holper
Thorsten Curcio  Catherine Loomis  Tye Van Dyck
Gabriela Dorantes  Brian Marks  Hillary Vara
Cathleen Fuller  Erica Olson  Derek Webb
Shannon Freire  Mary Jeanne Peters  Willaim White
Alfred Gomez  Trevor Rogneby  Susan Wirka

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Derrick Cainion  Jill Kenehan-Krey

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Ty Branch  Jeff Jordan  Steve Wilke
Andy Dummann  Mike Proell
Frank Ferrante  John Stern

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
A team of officers from the UWM Police Department staffed commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Marissa Steinhofer, Commencement Manager
Tammy M. Howard, Assistant Secretary of the University

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Helaine Hickson, Senior Executive Communications, University Relations & Communications

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Zach Mock

UWM STAFF VOLUNTEERS
Carrie Driscoll  Dorothy Kidwell  Rupneet Sidhu
Chelsie Collins  Erin Lindsey  Josha Speer
Monica Crosby  Sara Luelloff  Carolina Svendsen
Louisa Eastman  Christine Robinson  Sam Westcott
Colleen Ference-Burke  Alicia Shaw

PHOTOGRAPHS
Grad Images® is proud to support one of the biggest moments in a graduate’s life: walking across the stage and into the next chapter. With over 40 years of experience, we understand the importance of this moment and the desire to preserve these memories for a lifetime.

Finding your graduate photos after the ceremony is easy. Visit: GradImages.com to view and purchase custom photo products like prints, plaques, specialty gifts, and more. Reach our Customer Service Department at (800) 261-2576 or ecc.giservice@gradimages.net.

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at: uwm.edu/streamingvideo/commencements/

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.
Please use the QR code below to share your plans with us through the First Destination Survey. This information not only lets us know how we are doing at making UWM graduates competitive in the job market, but also allows us to brag about where are graduates land. If you need any support at securing your first position, please contact us at careerplan@uwm.edu.